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Abstract—Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) is a method of entropy coding ﬁrst introduced in H.264/AVC
and now used in the newest standard High Efﬁciency Video
Coding (HEVC). While it provides high coding efﬁciency, the
data dependencies in H.264/AVC CABAC make it challenging to
parallelize and thus, limit its throughput. Accordingly, during
the standardization of entropy coding for HEVC, both coding
efﬁciency and throughput were considered. This paper highlights
the key techniques that were used to enable HEVC to potentially
achieve higher throughput while delivering coding gains relative
to H.264/AVC. These techniques include reducing context coded
bins, grouping bypass bins, grouping bins with the same context,
reducing context selection dependencies, reducing total bins,
and reducing parsing dependencies. It also describes reductions
to memory requirements that beneﬁt both throughput and
implementation costs. Proposed and adopted techniques up to
draft international standard (test model HM-8.0) are discussed.
In addition, analysis and simulation results are provided to
quantify the throughput improvements and memory reduction
compared with H.264/AVC. In HEVC, the maximum number of
context-coded bins is reduced by 8×, and the context memory
and line buffer are reduced by 3× and 20×, respectively. This
paper illustrates that accounting for implementation cost when
designing video coding algorithms can result in a design that
enables higher processing speed and lowers hardware costs, while
still delivering high coding efﬁciency.
Index Terms—Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding
(CABAC), entropy coding, high-efﬁciency video coding (HEVC),
video coding.

I. Introduction

H

IGH EFFICIENCY Video Coding (HEVC) is currently
being developed by the Joint Collaborative Team for
Video Coding (JCT-VC). It is expected to deliver up to a
50% higher coding efficiency compared to its predecessor
H.264/AVC. HEVC uses several new tools for improving
coding efficiency, including larger block and transform sizes,
additional loop filters, and highly adaptive entropy coding.
While high coding efficiency is important for reducing the
transmission and storage cost of video, processing speed and
area cost also need to be considered in the development of
next-generation video coding to handle the demand for higher
resolution and frame rates.
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Context-adaptive binary arithmetic coding (CABAC) [1] is
a form of entropy coding used in H.264/AVC [2] and also in
HEVC [3]. While CABAC provides high coding efficiency,
its data dependencies cause it to be a throughput bottleneck
for H.264/AVC video codecs [4]. This makes it difficult
to support the growing throughput requirements for nextgeneration video codecs. Furthermore, since high throughput
can be traded off for power savings using voltage scaling
[5], the serial nature of CABAC limits the battery life for
video codecs that reside on mobile devices. This limitation
is a critical concern, as a significant portion of the video
codecs today are battery operated. Accordingly, both coding
efficiency and throughput improvement tools, and the tradeoff
between these requirements, were investigated in the standardization of entropy coding for HEVC. The tradeoff between
coding efficiency and throughput exists, since dependencies
are a result of removing redundancy, which improves coding
efficiency; however, dependencies make parallel processing
difficult, which degrades throughput.
This paper describes how CABAC entropy coding has
evolved from H.264/AVC to HEVC (Draft International Standard, HM-8.0) [3], [6]. While both coding efficiency and
throughput improvement tools are discussed, the focus of
this paper will be on tools that increase throughput while
maintaining coding efficiency. Section II provides an overview
of CABAC entropy coding. Section III explains the cause of
the throughput bottleneck. Section IV describes several key
techniques used to improve the throughput of the CABAC
engine. Sections V and VI describe how these techniques are
applied to prediction unit (PU) coding and transform unit (TU)
coding, respectively. Section VII compares the overall CABAC
throughput and memory requirements of H.264/AVC and
HEVC for both common conditions and worst-case conditions.

II. CABAC Entropy Coding
Entropy coding is a form of lossless compression used
at the last stage of video encoding (and the first stage of
video decoding), after the video has been reduced to a
series of syntax elements. Syntax elements describe how the
video sequence can be reconstructed at the decoder. This
includes the method of prediction (e.g., spatial or temporal
prediction, intra prediction mode, and motion vectors) and
prediction error, also referred to as residual. Table I shows
the syntax elements used in HEVC and H.264/AVC. These
syntax elements describe properties of the coding unit (CU),
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TABLE I
CABAC Coded Syntex Elements in HEVC and H.264/AVC

Coding unit
(CU)

Block structure and
quantization

Intra mode coding

HEVC
split− cu− flag, pred− mode− flag, part− mode, pcm− flag,
cu− transquant− bypass− flag, skip− flag, cu− qp− delta− abs,
cu− qp− delta− sign, end− of− slice− flag

H.264/AVC
mb− type, sub− mb− type,
mb− skip− flag, mb− qp− delta,
end− of− slice− flag, mb− field− decoding− flag
prev− intra4x4− pred− mode− flag,
prev− intra8 × 8− pred− mode− flag,
rem− intra4x4− pred− mode,
rem− intra8x8− pred− mode,
intra− chroma− pred− mode

prev− intra− luma− pred− flag, mpm− idx,
rem− intra− luma− pred− mode,
intra− chroma− pred− mode

Prediction unit
(PU)

merge− flag, merge− idx, inter− pred− idc,
ref− idx− l0, ref− idx− l1,
Motion data
abs− mvd− greater0− flag, abs− mvd− greater1− flag,
abs− mvd− minus2, mvd− sign− flag,
mvp− l0− flag, mvp− l1− flag
no− residual− syntax− flag, split− transform− flag, cbf− luma,
cbf− cb, cbf− cr, transform− skip− flag, last− significant−
coeff− x− prefix, last− significant− coeff− y− prefix, last− significant−
Transform Unit Transform coefficient
coeff− x− suffix, last− significant− coeff− y− suffix, coded− sub−
(TU)
coding
block− flag, significant− coeff− flag, coeff− abs− level−
greater1− flag, coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag, coeff− abs− level−
remaining, coeff− sign− flag
Sample adaptive
sao− merge− left− flag, sao− merge− up− flag, sao− type− idx− luma,
Loop filter (LF)
offset (SAO)
sao− type− idx− chroma, sao− offset− abs, sao− offset− sign,
parameters
sao− band− position, sao− eo− class− luma, sao− eo− class− chroma

prediction unit (PU), transform unit (TU), and loop filter (LF)
of a coded block of pixels. For a CU, the syntax elements
describe the block structure and whether the CU is inter or
intra predicted. For a PU, the syntax elements describe the
intra prediction mode or a set of motion data. For a TU, the
syntax elements describe the residual in terms of frequency
position, sign, and magnitude of the quantized transform
coefficients. The LF syntax elements are sent once per largest
coding unit (LCU), and describe the type (edge or band) and
offset for sample adaptive offset in-loop filtering.
Arithmetic coding is a type of entropy coding that can
achieve compression close to the entropy of a sequence by
effectively mapping the symbols (i.e., syntax elements) to
codewords with a noninteger number of bits. In H.264/AVC,
CABAC provides a 9% to 14% improvement over the
Huffman-based CAVLC [1]. In an early test model for HEVC
(HM-3.0), CABAC provides a 5%–9% improvement over
CAVLC [7].
CABAC involves three main functions: binarization, context modeling, and arithmetic coding. Binarization maps the
syntax elements to binary symbols (bins). Context modeling
estimates the probability of the bins. Finally, arithmetic coding
compresses the bins to bits based on the estimated probability.
A. Binarization
Several different binarization processes are used in HEVC,
including unary (U), truncated unary (TU), kth-order ExpGolomb (EGk), and fixed length (FL). These forms of
binarization were also used in H.264/AVC. These various
methods of binarization can be explained in terms of how
they would signal an unsigned value N. An example is also
provided in Table II.
1) Unary coding involves signaling a bin string of length
N+1, where the first N bins are 1 and the last bin is

ref− idx− l0, ref− idx− l1, mvd− l0, mvd− l1
coded− block− flag,
coded− block− pattern,
transform− size− 8x8− flag,
significant− coeff− flag,
last− significant− coeff− flag,
coeff− abs− level− minus1,
coeff− sign− flag
n/a

TABLE II
Example of Different Binarizations Used in HEVC
Unary (U)
N
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

0
10
110
1110
11110
111110
1111110
11111110

Truncated
unary (TU)
cMax=7
0
10
110
1110
11110
111110
1111110
1111111

Exp-Golomb
(EGk)
k=0
1
010
011
00100
00101
00110
00111
0001000

Fixed
length (FL)
cMax=7
000
001
010
011
100
101
110
111

0. The decoder searches for a 0 to determine when the
syntax element is complete.
2) Truncated unary coding has one less bin than unary
coding by setting a maximum on the largest possible
value of the syntax element (cMax). When N+1<cMax,
the signaling is the same as unary coding. However,
when N+1=cMax, all bins are 1. The decoder searches
for a 0 up to cMax bins to determine when the syntax
element is complete.
3) kth order Exp-Golomb is a type of universal code. The
distribution can be changed based on the k parameter.
More details can be found in [1].
4) Fixed length uses a fixed number of bins,
ceil(log2 (cMax+1)), with most significant bits signaled
before least significant bits.
The binarization process is selected based on the type
of syntax element. In some cases, binarization also depends on the value of a previously processed syntax elements (e.g., the binarization of coeff− abs− level− remaining
depends on the previous coefficient levels) or slice pa-
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rameters that indicate if certain modes are enabled (e.g.,
the binarization of partition mode, part− mode, depends on
whether asymmetric motion partition is enabled). The majority of the syntax elements use the binarization processes listed in Table II, or some combination of them
(e.g., coeff− abs− level− remaining uses U(prefix)+FL(suffix)
[8]; cu− qp− delta− abs uses TU(prefix)+EG0(suffix) [9]).
However, certain syntax elements (e.g., part− mode and
intra− chroma− pred− mode) use custom binarization processes.

Fig. 1. Three key operations in CABAC: binarization, context selection, and
arithmetic coding. Feedback loops in the decoder are highlighted with dashed
lines.

B. Context Modeling
Context modeling provides an accurate probability estimate
required to achieve high coding efficiency. Accordingly, it is
highly adaptive and different context models can be used for
different bins and the probability of that context model is
updated based on the values of the previously coded bins.
Bins with similar distributions often share the same context
model. The context model for each bin can be selected
based on the type of syntax element, bin position in syntax
element (binIdx), luma/chroma, neighboring information, etc.
A context switch can occur after each bin. The probability
models are stored as 7-b entries [6-b for the probability state
and 1-b for the most probable symbol (MPS)] in a context
memory and addressed using the context index computed by
the context selection logic. HEVC uses the same probability
update method as H.264/AVC; however, the context selection
logic has been modified to improve throughput.
C. Arithmetic Coding
Arithmetic coding is based on recursive interval division.
A range, with an initial value of 0 to 1, is divided into two
subintervals based on the probability of the bin. The encoded
bits provide an offset that, when converted to a binary fraction,
selects one of the two subintervals, which indicates the value
of the decoded bin. After every decoded bin, the range is
updated to equal the selected subinterval, and the interval
division process repeats itself. The range and offset have
limited bit precision, so renormalization is required whenever
the range falls below a certain value to prevent underflow.
Renormalization can occur after each bin is decoded.
Arithmetic coding can be done using an estimated probability (context coded), or assuming equal probability of 0.5
(bypass coded). For bypass coded bins, the division of the
range into subintervals can be done by a shift, whereas a look
up table is required for the context coded bins. HEVC uses
the same arithmetic coding as H.264/AVC.

III. Throughput Bottleneck
CABAC is a well-known throughput bottleneck in the
video codec implementations (particularly, at the decoder).
The throughput of CABAC is determined based on the number
of binary symbols (bins) that it can process per second. The
throughput can be improved by increasing the number of
bins that can be processed in a cycle. However, the data
dependencies in CABAC make processing multiple bins in
parallel difficult and costly to achieve.

Fig. 1 highlights the feedback loops in the CABAC decoder.
Below is a list and description of these feedback loops.
1) The updated range is fed back for recursive interval
division.
2) The updated context is fed back for an accurate probability estimate.
3) The context selection depends on the type of syntax
element. At the decoder, the decoded bin is fed back
to determine whether to continue processing the same
syntax element, or to switch to another syntax element.
If a switch occurs, the bin may be used to determine
which syntax element to decode next.
4) The context selection also depends on the bin position in
the syntax element (binIdx). At the decoder, the decoded
bin is fed back to determine whether to increment binIdx
and continue to decode the current syntax element, or set
binIdx equal to 0 and switch to another syntax element.
Note that the context update and range update feedback
loops are simpler than the context selection loops and thus
do not affect throughput as severely. If the context of a bin
depends on the value of another bin being decoded in parallel,
then speculative computations are required, which increases
area cost and critical path delay [10]. The amount of speculation can grow exponentially with the number of parallel bins
which limits the throughput that can be achieved [11]. Fig. 2
shows an example of the speculation tree for significance map
in H.264/AVC. Thus, the throughput bottleneck is primarily
due to the context selection dependencies.

IV. Techniques to Improve Throughput
Several techniques were used to improve the throughput
of CABAC in HEVC. There was a lot of effort spent in
determining how to use these techniques with minimal coding
loss. They were applied to various parts of entropy coding in
HEVC and will be referred to throughout the rest of this paper.
1) Reduce Context Coded Bins: Throughput is limited for
context coded bins due to the data dependencies described in
Section III. However, it is easier to process bypass coded bins
in parallel since they do not have the data dependencies related
to context selection (i.e., feedback loops 2, 3, and 4 in Fig. 1).
In addition, arithmetic coding for bypass bins is simpler as it
only requires a right shift versus a table look up for context
coded bins. Thus, the throughput can be improved by reducing
the number of context coded bins and using bypass coded bins
instead [12]–[14].
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Fig. 2. Context speculation required to achieve 5× parallelism when processing the significance map in H.264/AVC. i = coefficient position, i1 =
MaxNumCoeff(BlockType)−1, EOB = end of block, SIG = significant− coeff− flag, LAST = last− significant− coeff− flag.

2) Group Bypass Coded Bins: Multiple bypass bins can
be processed in the same cycle if they occur consecutively
within the bitstream. Thus, bins should be reordered such that
bypass coded bins are grouped together in order to increase
the likelihood that multiple bins are processed per cycle [15]–
[17].
3) Group Bins With the Same Context: Processing multiple
context coded bins in the same cycle often requires speculative
calculations for context selection. The amount of speculative
computations increases if bins using different contexts and
context selection logic are interleaved, since various combinations and permutations must be accounted for. Thus, to reduce
speculative computations, bins should be reordered such that
bins with the same contexts and context selection logic are
grouped together so that they are likely to be processed in
the same cycle [18]–[20]. This also reduces context switching
resulting in fewer memory accesses, which also increases
throughput and reduces power consumption. This technique
was first introduced in [18] and referred to as parallel context
processing (PCP) throughout the standardization process.
4) Reduce Context Selection Dependencies: Speculative
computations are required for multiple bins per cycle decoding
due to the dependencies in the context selection. Reducing
these dependencies simplifies the context selection logic and
reduces the amount of speculative calculations required to
process multiple bins in parallel [11], [21], [22].
5) Reduce Total Number of Bins: In addition to increasing
the throughput, it is desirable to reduce the workload itself by
reducing the total number of bins that need to be processed.
This can be achieved by changing binarization, inferring the
value of some bins, and sending higher level flags to avoid
signaling redundant bins [23], [24].
6) Reduce Parsing Dependencies: As parsing with
CABAC is already a tight bottleneck, it is important to
minimize any dependency on other video coding modules,
which could cause the CABAC to stall [25]. Ideally, the
parsing process should be decoupled from all other processing.
7) Reduce Memory Requirements: Memory accesses often
contribute to the critical path delay. Thus, reducing memory
storage requirements is desirable as fewer memory accesses
increases throughput as well as reduces implementation cost
and power consumption [26], [27].
V. Prediction Unit Coding
The PU syntax elements describe how the prediction
is performed in order to reconstruct the pixels. For inter
prediction, the motion data are described by merge flag

(merge− flag), merge index (merge− idx), prediction direction
(inter− pred− idc), reference index (ref− idx− l0, ref− idx− l1),
motion vector predictor flag (mvp− l0− flag, mvp− l1− flag)
and motion vector difference (abs− mvd− greater0− flag,
abs− mvd− greater1− flag, abs− mvd− minus2, mvd− sign− flag).
For intra prediction, the intra prediction mode is described
by prediction flag (prev− intra− luma− pred− flag), most
probable mode index (mpm− idx), remainder mode
(rem− intra− luma− pred− mode) and intra prediction mode
for chroma (intra− chroma− pred− mode).
Coding efficiency improvements have been made in HEVC
for both motion data coding and intra mode coding. While
H.264/AVC uses a single motion vector predictor (unless direct
mode is used) or most probable mode, HEVC uses multiple
candidate predictors and an index or flag is signaled to select
the predictor. This section will discuss how to avoid parsing
dependencies for the various methods of prediction and other
throughput improvements.
A. Motion Data Coding
In HEVC, merge mode enables motion data (e.g., prediction direction, reference index, and motion vectors) to be
inherited from a spatial or temporal (co-located) neighbor. A
list of merge candidates are generated from these neighbors.
merge− flag is signaled to indicate whether merge is used in a
given PU. If merge is used, then merge− idx is signaled to indicate from which candidate the motion data should be inherited.
merge− idx is coded with truncated unary, which means that the
bins are parsed until a nonzero is reached or when the number
of bins is equal to the cMax, the max allowed number of bins.
1) Removing Parsing Dependencies for Merge: Determining how to set cMax involved evaluating the throughput and
coding efficiency tradeoffs in a core experiment [28]. For
optimal coding efficiency, cMax should be set to equal the
merge candidate list size of the PU. Furthermore, merge− flag
should not be signaled if the list is empty. However, this
makes parsing depend on list construction, which is needed
to determine the list size. Constructing the list requires a large
amount of computation since it involves reading from multiple
locations (i.e., fetching the co-located neighbor and spatial
neighbors) and performing several comparisons to prune the
list; thus, dependency on list construction would significantly
degrade parsing throughput [25], [29].
To decouple the list generation process from the parsing
process such that they can operate in parallel in HEVC, cMax
is signaled in the slice header and does not depend on list
size. To compensate for the coding loss due to the fixed cMax,
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combined and zero merging candidates are added when the list
size is less than cMax as described in [30]. This ensures that
the list is never empty and that merge− flag is always signaled
[31].
2) Removing Parsing Dependencies for Motion Vector
Prediction: If merge mode is not used, then the motion vector
is predicted from its neighboring blocks and the difference
between motion vector prediction (mvp) and motion vector
(mv), referred to as motion vector difference (mvd), is signaled
as
mvd = mv - mvp.
In H.264/AVC, a single predictor is calculated for mvp from
the median of the left, top, and top-right spatial 4×4 neighbors.
In HEVC, advanced motion vector prediction (AMVP) is
used, where several candidates for mvp are determined from
spatial and temporal neighbors [32]. A list of mvp candidates
is generated from these neighbors, and the list is pruned to
remove redundant candidates such that there is a maximum
of 2 candidates. A syntax element called mvp− l0− flag (or
mvp− l1− flag depending on the reference list) is used to
indicate which candidate is used from the list as the mvp.
To ensure that parsing is independent of list construction,
mvp− l0− flag is signaled even if there is only one candidate in
the list. The list is never empty as the zero vector is used as
the default candidate.
3) Reducing Context Coded Bins: In HEVC, improvements were also made on the coding process of mvd itself. In H.264/AVC, the first 9 bins of mvd are context
coded truncated unary bins, followed by bypass coded thirdorder Exp-Golomb bins. In HEVC, the number of context
coded bins for mvd is significantly reduced [13]. Only the
first two bins are context coded (abs− mvd− greater0− flag,
abs− mvd− greater1− flag), followed by bypass coded first-order
Exp-Golomb bins (abs− mvd− minus2).
4) Reducing Memory Requirements: In H.264/AVC, context selection for the first bin in mvd depends on whether
the sum of the motion vectors of the top and left 4 × 4
neighbors are greater than 32 (or less than 3). This requires
5-b storage per neighboring motion vector, which accounts
24 576 of the 30 720-b CABAC line buffer needed to support
a 4k × 2k sequence. [27] highlighted the need to reduce the
line buffer size in HEVC by modifying the context selection
logic. It proposed that the motion vector for each neighbor
be first compared to a threshold of 16, and then use the sum
of the comparison for context selection, which would reduce
the storage to 1-b per neighboring motion vector. This was
further extended in [33] and [34], where all dependencies on
the neighbors were removed and the context is selected based
on the binIdx (i.e., whether it is the first or second bin).
5) Grouping Bypass Bins: To maximize the impact of fast
bypass coding, the bypass coded bins for both the x and y
components of mvd are grouped together in HEVC [16].
B. Intra Mode Coding
Similar to motion coding, a predictor mode (most probable
mode) is calculated for intra mode coding. In H.264/AVC, the
minimum mode of the top and left neighbors is used as the

TABLE III
Differences Between PU Coding in HEVC and H.264/AVC
Properties
Max number of
candidates in list
Spatial neighbor
Temporal co-located
neighbor
Number of contexts
Max context coded
bins per PU

HEVC
H.264/AVC
Intra mode AMVP Merge Intra mode MVP
3
2
5
1
1
Used
Not
used
2
2

Used
Used

Used
Used

10
12

2
2

Used
Not
used
6
7

Used
Not
used
20
98

most probable mode. prev− intra4x4− pred− mode− flag
(or prev− intra8x8− pred− mode− flag) is signaled to
indicate whether the most probable mode is used. If
the most probable mode is not used, the remainder mode
rem− intra4x4− pred− mode− flag (or rem− intra8x8− pred−
mode− flag) is signaled.
In HEVC, additional most probable modes are used to
improve coding efficiency. A candidate list of most probable
modes with a fixed length of three is constructed based on
the left and top neighbors. The additional candidate modes
(DC, planar, vertical, +1 or −1 angular mode) can be added
if the left and top neighbors are the same or unavailable.
prev− intra− pred− mode− flag is signaled to indicate whether
one of the most probable modes is used. If a most probable
mode is used, a most probable mode index (mpm− idx) is
signaled to indicate which candidate to use. It should be
noted that in HEVC, the order in which the coefficients of
the residual are parsed (e.g., diagonal, vertical, or horizontal)
depends on the reconstructed intra mode (i.e., the parsing of
the TU data that follows depends on list construction and intra
mode reconstruction). Thus, the candidate list size was limited
to three for reduced computation to ensure that it would not
affect entropy decoding throughput [35], [36].
1) Reducing Context Coded Bins: The number of context
coded bins was reduced for intra mode coding in HEVC. In
H.264/AVC, the remainder mode is a 7-bin value where the
first bin is context coded, while in HEVC, the remainder mode
is a 5-bin value that is entirely bypass coded. The most probable mode index (mpm− idx) is also entirely bypass coded. The
number of contexts used to code intra− chroma− pred− mode is
reduced from 4 to 1.
2) Grouping Bypass Bins: To maximize the impact of fast
bypass coding, the bypass coded bins for intra mode within a
CU are grouped together in HEVC [17].
C. Summary of Differences Between HEVC and H.264/AVC
The differences between H.264/AVC and HEVC are summarized in Table III. HEVC uses both spatial and temporal
neighbors as predictors, while H.264/AVC only uses spatial
neighbors (unless direct mode is enabled). In terms of the
impact of the throughput improvement techniques, HEVC
has 8× fewer maximum context coded bins per PU than
H.264/AVC. HEVC also requires 1.8× fewer contexts for PU
syntax elements than H.264/AVC.
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VI. Transform Unit Coding
In video coding, both intra and inter prediction are used
to reduce the amount of data that needs to be transmitted.
Rather than sending the pixels, the prediction error is transmitted. This prediction error is transformed from spatial to
frequency domain to leverage energy compaction properties,
and after quantization, it can be represented in terms of
a few coefficients. The method of signaling the value and
the frequency position of these coefficients is referred to as
transform coefficient coding. For regions with many edges
(e.g., screen content coding), coding gains can be achieved
by skipping the transform from spatial to frequency domain
[37], [38]; when transform is skipped, the prediction error is
coded in the same manner as transform coefficient coding (i.e.,
the spatial error is coded as transform coefficients).
Syntax elements of the transform unit account for a significant portion of the bin workload as shown in Table IV. At
the same time, the transform coefficients also account for a
significant portion of the total bits of a compressed video, and
as a result the compression of transform coefficients significantly impacts the overall coding efficiency. Thus, transform
coefficient coding with CABAC must be carefully designed in
order to balance coding efficiency and throughput demands.
Accordingly, as part of the HEVC standardization process,
a core experiment on coefficient scanning and coding was
established to investigate tools related to transform coefficient
coding [39].
It is also important to note that HEVC supports more
transform sizes than H.264/AVC; H.264/AVC uses 4 × 4 and
8 × 8 transforms, where as HEVC uses 4 × 4, 8 × 8, 16 × 16,
and 32 × 32 transforms. While these larger transforms provide
significant coding gains, they also have implications in terms
of memory storage as this represents an increase of 4× to
16× in the number of coefficients that need to be stored per
transform unit (TU).
In CABAC, the position of the coefficients is transmitted in
the form of a signiﬁcance map. Specifically, the significance
map indicates the location of the nonzero coefficients. The
coefﬁcient level information is then only transmitted for the
coefficients with values greater than one, while the coefficient
sign is transmitted for all nonzero coefficients.
This section describes how transform coefficient coding
evolved from H.264/AVC to the first test model of HEVC
(HM-1.0) to the Draft International Standard of HEVC (HM8.0), and discusses the reasons behind design choices that
were made. Many of the throughput improvement techniques
were applied, and new tools for improved coding efficiency
were simplified. As a reference for the beginning and end
points of the development, Figs. 3 and 4 show examples of
transform coefficient coding in H.264/AVC and HEVC (HM8.0), respectively.
A. Signiﬁcance Map
In H.264/AVC, the significance map is signaled by transmitting a significant− coeff− flag (SCF) for each position to indicate whether the coefficient is nonzero. The positions are processed in an order based on a zig–zag scan. After each nonzero

Fig. 3. Example of transform coefficient coding for a 4 × 4 TU in
H.264/AVC.

Fig. 4. Example of transform coefficient coding for a 4×4 TU in HEVC
(HM-8.0).

SCF, an additional flag called last− significant− coeff− flag
(LSCF) is immediately sent to indicate whether it is the
last nonzero SCF; this prevents unnecessary SCF from being
signaled. Different contexts are used depending on the position
within the 4 × 4 and 8 × 8 transform unit (TU), and whether
the bin represents an SCF or LSCF. Since SCF and LSCF are
interleaved, the context selection of the current bin depends
on the immediate preceding bin. The dependency of LSCF
on SCF results in a strong bin to bin dependency for context
selection for significance map in the H.264/AVC as illustrated
in Fig. 2.
1) signiﬁcant− coeff− ﬂag (SCF): In HM-1.0, additional
dependencies were introduced in the context selection of SCF
for 16×16 and 32×32 TU to improve coding efficiency. The
context selection for SCF in these larger TU depended on the
number of nonzero neighbors to give coding gains between
1.4% to 2.8% [42]. Specifically, the context of SCF depended
on up to ten neighbors as shown in Fig. 5(a) [42], [43].
To reduce context selection dependencies, and storage
costs, [21] proposed using fewer neighbors and showed that
it could be done with minimal cost to coding efficiency. For
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TABLE IV
Distribution of Bins in CABAC for H.264/AVC and HEVC Under Common Conditions [40], [41] and Worst Case

Common condition
configurations
CU bins
PU bins
TU bins
LF bins

H.264/AVC
HierP
Worst
case
27.0%
34.0%
0.5%
23.4%
26.3%
15.8%
49.7%
39.7%
83.7%
n/a
n/a
n/a
HierB

AI
MAIN
4.8%
9.2%
85.4%
0.6%

LP
MAIN
14.3%
20.6%
63.7%
1.5%

LB
MAIN
15.1%
19.5%
63.8%
1.6%

RA
MAIN
10.7%
18.8%
69.4%
1.0%

HEVC
AI
HE10
4.8%
9.1%
85.8%
0.4%

LP
HE10
14.2%
20.3%
64.5%
1.1%

LB
HE10
15.0%
19.3%
64.6%
1.1%

RA
HE10
10.7%
18.7%
69.9%
0.7%

Worst
case
0.6%
5.0%
94.0%
0.8%

Fig. 6. Scans used to process SCF. Diagonal scan avoids dependency on
most recently processed bin. Context selection for blue positions are affected
by values of the neighboring gray positions. (a) Zig–zag scan. (b) Diagonal
scan.

Fig. 7. Regions in 8 × 8, 16 × 16, and 32 × 32 TU map to different context
sets for SCF.

Fig. 5. Neighbor dependencies for SCF context selection. X in blue box represents the current position of the bin being processed. (a) Ten neighbors (HM1.0). (b) Eight neighbors. (c) Six neighbors. (d) Five neighbors (HM-3.0).
(e) Inverted for reverse scan (HM-4.0).

instance, using only a maximum of eight neighbors [removing
neighbors A and D as shown in Fig. 5(b)] had negligible
impact on coding efficiency, while using only six neighbors
[removing neighbors A, B, D, E, and H as shown in Fig. 5(c)]
results in a coding loss of only 0.2%. This was further
extended in [22] for HM-2.0, where only a maximum of five
neighbors is used by removing dependencies on positions G
and K, as shown in Fig. 5(d). In HM-2.0, the significance
map was scanned in zig–zag order, so removing the diagonal
neighbors G and K is important since those neighbors pertain
to the most recently decoded SCF.
Despite reducing the neighbors in HM-2.0, dependency on
the most recently processed SCF still existed for the positions
at the edge of the transform as shown in Fig. 6(a). The horizontal or vertical shift that is required to go from one diagonal to
the next in the zig–zag scan causes the previously decoded bin
to be one of the neighbors (F or I) that is needed for context
selection. In order to address this, in HM-4.0, a diagonal scan
was introduced to replace the zig–zag scan [44] as shown in

Fig. 6(b). Changing from zig–zag to diagonal scan had negligible impact on coding efficiency, but removed dependency
on recently processed SCF for all positions in the TU. In HM4.0, the scan was also reversed (from high frequency to low
frequency) [45]. Accordingly, the neighbor dependencies were
inverted from top-left to bottom-right, as shown in Fig. 5(e).
Dependencies in the context selection of SCF for 16×16 and
32×32 TU were further reduced in HM-7.0, where 16×16 and
32×32 TU are divided into 4 × 4 sub-blocks. This will be described in more detail in the section on coded− sub− block− flag
(CSBF). In HM-8.0, 8 × 8 TU was also divided into 4 × 4 subblock such that all TU sizes are 4 × 4 sub-block based for a
harmonized design [46].
The 8 × 8, 16 × 16, and 32 × 32 TU are divided into three
regions based on frequency, as shown in Fig. 7. The DC, lowfrequency, and mid/high-frequency regions all use different
sets of contexts. To reduce memory size, the contexts for the
SCF of 16×16 and 32×32 are shared [26], [47].
For improved coding efficiency for intra predicted CU,
mode-dependent coefficient scanning (MDCS) was introduced
which selects between vertical, horizontal, and diagonal scans
based on the intra prediction mode [48]. As mentioned in
Section V-B, this requires intra mode to be reconstructed
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Fig. 9.

Fig. 8.

Neighbor sub-block dependencies for SCF context selection.

Example of multilevel signaling of an 8 × 8 significance map.

before decoding coefficients. MDCS is used for 4 × 4 and
8 × 8 TU and provides coding gains of up to 1.2% in intra
coded pictures. Note that interpredicted CU only use diagonal
scan.
2) Last Position Coding: As mentioned earlier, there
are strong data dependencies between SCF and LSCF
in H.264/AVC due to the fact that they are interleaved.
[18] proposed grouping several SCF together by transmitting an LSCF only once per N number of SCF.
If all of the N SCF are zero, LSCF is not transmitted. [20] avoids all interleaving of SCF and LSCF altogether. Specifically, the X, Y position of the last nonzero
SCF (last− significant− coeff− x and last− significant− coeff− y)
is sent rather than LSCF. For instance, in the example
shown in Fig. 4, last− significant− coeff− x equal to 3 and
last− significant− coeff− y equal to 0 are sent rather than
last− significant− coeff− flag. Signaling the X, Y position of the
last nonzero SCF was adopted into HM-3.0.
The last position is composed of a prefix and
suffix.
The
prefix
(last− significant− coeff− x− prefix,
last− significant− coeff− y− prefix) is context coded truncated
unary bins with cMax based on width and height of
TU for the x and y components, respectively. The
suffix (last− significant− coeff− x− suffix, last− significant−
coeff− y− suffix) is bypass coded fixed length bins. Some of
the contexts are shared across the TU sizes to reduce context
memory. To maximize the impact of fast bypass coding,
the bypass coded bins (i.e., the suffix) for both the x and y
components of the last position are grouped together in HEVC.
3) coded− sub− block− ﬂag (CSBF): To reduce the number
of bins transmitted for significance map, multilevel signaling is used for the significance map [24], [49]. The TU
is divided into 4 × 4 sub-blocks. coded− sub− block− flag is
first signaled to indicate whether there are nonzero coefficients in the sub-block; if coded− sub− block− flag is 1, the
significant− coeff− flags within the sub-block are signaled. No
significant− coeff− flags are signaled for 4 × 4 sub-blocks that
contain all zeros. For large TU sizes, up to a 30% reduction
in SCF bins is achieved for an overall bin reduction of 3%
to 4% under common conditions. To reduce the number of
coded− sub− block− flag bins, it is inferred to be one for subblocks containing DC and the last position. Fig. 8 shows an
example of the multilevel signaling of an 8 × 8 significance
map.
In HM-7.0, the CSBF was additionally used to further
reduce dependencies in the context selection of SCF for 16×16

Fig. 10. 4 × 4 position-based mapping for SCF context selection based on
SCGF of neighboring sub-blocks. (a) Pattern 1. (b) Pattern 2. (c) Pattern 3.
(d) Pattern 4.

Fig. 11.

Sub-block scan.

and 32×32 TU. Specifically, the neighboring sub-blocks (see
Fig. 9) are used for context selection rather than the individual
coefficient neighbors of Fig. 5(e) [50]. This was extended to
the 8 × 8 TU in HM-8.0 [46]. The CSBF of the neighboring
right and bottom sub-blocks (CSBFright , CSBFbottom ) are used
to select one of four patterns shown in Fig. 10: (0,0) maps
to pattern 1, (1, 0) to pattern 2, (0, 1) to pattern 3 and
(1, 1) to pattern 4. The pattern maps each position within the
4 × 4 sub-block to one of three contexts. Thus, there are no
context selection dependencies for the SCF within each 4 × 4
sub-block.
Diagonal scan is used within the sub-blocks and the subblocks themselves are scanned in a diagonal order as shown
in Fig. 11 [51]. Both significance map and coefficient level
are processed in this order.
To support MDCS in 8×8 TU, vertical, and horizontal scans
can also be used within the sub-blocks and the sub-blocks
themselves can be scanned in either vertical or horizontal
order. Furthermore, different sets of contexts are used for
diagonal and non-diagonal (vertical and horizontal) scans
[46].
B. Coefﬁcient Level and Sign
In H.264/AVC, the coefficient level is composed of two
parts. The first 14 bins, generated with truncated unary binarization, are context coded. The remaining bins, generated
by 0th-order Exp-Golomb binarization, are bypass coded bins.
After each coefficient level is signaled, the sign is signaled
with one bypass bin.
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Fig. 12. Grouping same context coded bins and bypass bins to increase throughput. b1=coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag, b2=coeff− abs− level−
greater2− flag, s=coeff− sign− flag, TR=coeff− abs− level− remaining.

1) Level Coding: In HEVC, only the first two bins
of the coefficient level (coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag and
coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag) are context coded [12]. The
remaining portion of the levels (coeff− abs− level− remaining)
is bypass coded. Thus, the maximum number of context
coded bins in coefficient level is reduced by 7×. This change
provides the most substantial reduction to the number of
context coded bins in the entire CABAC.
coeff− abs− level− remaining is binarized using unary coding
for the prefix, and fixed length coding for the suffix; the
number of fixed length bins depends on the prefix value [8]. To
improve coding efficiency, the number of fixed length bins also
depends on parameter cRiceParam, which adaptively changes
based on the value of previous nonzero coefficient level. This
introduces a dependency between coefficient levels, but does
not impact throughput unless more than one level is coded
at the same time. The binarization is designed such that the
maximum bin length of coeff− abs− level− remaining is 32 [23].
In HEVC, bins in the coefficient level that use the same
context selection logic are grouped together to reduce the
amount of speculative context selection computations as shown
in Fig. 12. Specifically, coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag are
grouped together followed by coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag
[15], [19]. The bypass coded bins are grouped together, which
maximizes the throughput advantages of bypass bins [15]. This
reordering of bins to enable PCP has no impact on coding
efficiency.
To further reduce the number of context coded bins,
only a maximum of eight coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag
and one coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag are sent per 4 × 4
sub-block [14]. Accordingly, in the example shown in
Fig. 4, coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag is not signaled for
coefficients −5 and 9 since it is already signaled once for
coefficient 3; the coefficient level for coefficient −5 and 9
are reconstructed by adding coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag
and coeff− abs− level− remaining. Limiting the number
of coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag and coeff− abs− level−
greater2− flag per 4 × 4 sub-block also helps to reduce the
number of contexts.
Reducing the total number of contexts not only lowers
storage cost, but can also reduce context read time which
can help increase throughput (assuming that the complexity
of context selection logic does not increase). Thus, several
steps were taken to reduce the number of contexts used for
level coding.
Context selection for coefficient level involves the following
steps.
1) Sixteen successive coefficients in scanning order form a
sub-block.

2) A context set is assigned to the sub-block based on the
number of coefficients greater than one in previous subblocks.
3) A context is selected from within that set based the
number of trailing ones in the sub-block.
In HM-3.0, each context set contained five contexts. There
were a total of six context sets: three for low frequency,
and three for the rest. coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag and
coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag have different contexts. Luma
and chroma also have different contexts. Thus, level coding
required 120 context calculated as follows:
5 (number of contexts per set) × 6 (number of sets) × 2
(number of syntax elements) × 2 (luma/chroma) = 120. (1)
For HM-4.0, it was shown in [52] that 36 contexts can
be removed by reducing the number of contexts per set
from 5 to 4 for coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag, and 5 to
3 for coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag, with negligible impact
on coding efficiency. In HM-5.0, the number of context
sets for chroma was reduced from 6 to 2 [53]. Finally,
in HM-6.0, the number of contexts sets for luma was reduced from 6 to 4, and the number of contexts per context
set for coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag was further reduced,
since only a single flag is coded per 16 coefficients. Thus,
coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag has 24 contexts as shown in
4 (number of contexts per set) × ( 2 (chroma sets) + 4
(luma sets) ) = 24 contexts
(2)
and coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag has 6 contexts, as shown
in
1 (number of contexts per set) × ( 2 (chroma sets) + 4
(luma sets) )= 6 contexts.
(3)
From HM-3.0 to HM-6.0, there was a 4× reduction (from
120 to 30) in the total number of contexts used for coefficient
levels.
2) Sign: To reduce storage cost of the coefficients, the
data is grouped for every 4 × 4 sub-block (16 coefficients) and
the sign bins are signaled before coeff− abs− level− remaining
bins. Before coeff− abs− level− remaining is added, the partial
value of the coefficient level can be represented with 4-b.
Thus, the CABAC only requires storage of 4 × 4×4-b
(as compared to 8×8×9-b in H.264/AVC), and the reconstructed coefficient level can be immediately written out once
coeff− abs− level− remaining is parsed.
To improve coding efficiency, data hiding is used such that
the sign flag for the first nonzero coefficient is not always
sent [54]. If the number of nonzero coefficients in a sub-block
exceeds a certain threshold, then the sign flag can be inferred
from whether the sum of the coefficients in the sub-block is
even or odd. The condition for sign data hiding can be checked
while parsing the significance map and thus does not have a
significant impact on the entropy decoding throughput. Coding
efficiency improvement between 0.6 to 1.4% is achieved [55].
C. Comparison of H.264/AVC and HEVC
Table V summarizes the differences in TU coding between
H.264/AVC and HEVC and differences across TU sizes. In
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TABLE V
Differences Between Transform Coefficient Coding for Different TU Sizes in HEVC and H.264/AVC
[Contexts for H.264/AVC Includes Interlaced (×2)]
Properties
TU size
Context selection for
significant− coeff− flag
Coefficient scanning

coded− sub− block− flag
significant− coeff− flag
Number
of
contexts

Maximum
context
coded
bins
per TU
Maximum

last− significant− coeff− x, y (HEVC) or
last− significant− coeff− flag (H.264/AVC)
coeff− abs− greater1− flag,
coeff− abs− greater2− flag (HEVC) or
coeff− abs− level− minus1 (H.264/AVC)
coded− sub− block− flag
significant− coeff− flag
last− significant− coeff− x, y (HEVC) or
last− significant− coeff− flag (H.264/AVC)
coeff− abs− greater1− flag,
coeff− abs− greater2− flag (HEVC) or
coeff− abs− level− minus1 (H.264/AVC)
context coded bins per coefficient

HEVC
4×4
8×8
16×16 32×32
Position
Neighbor, scan and
Neighbor and
based
position based
position based
Intra: Diagonal,
Diagonal
Vertical, Horizontal
Inter: Diagonal
2 (Y), 2 (CbCr)
8 (Y),
12 (Y),
6 (Y), 3 (CbCr)
8 (CbCr)
3 (CbCr)
1 (Y), 1 (CbCr), DC context shared across TU sizes
15×2 (Y), 3×2 (CbCr)

H.264/AVC
4×4
Position
based
Zig–zag

4×4 + 4×1 = 20 (Y), 2×4 + 2×1 = 10 (CbCr)

8×8

n/a
44×2 (Y), 17×2 (CbCr)

n/a
15×2 (Y)

44×2 (Y)
17×2 (CbCr)
30 (Y), 19 (CbCr)

9×2 (Y)

10 (Y)
0
15
3+3
=6
(8+1)
×1
=9
1.9

terms of the impact of the throughput improvement techniques,
HEVC requires 3× fewer contexts (124 versus 398) than
H.264/AVC for TU coding. Furthermore, HEVC has 9× fewer
context coded bins per coefficient (1.9 versus 17.1) than
H.264/AVC.
Table VI summarizes the coding efficiency impact of the
various adopted tools. The majority of the tools adopted
focused on throughput improvements with minimal coding
loss.
VII. Overall Performance
This section describes the overall improvements to the
CABAC in HEVC test model at Draft International Standard
(HM-8.0 [6]) compared with the CABAC in H.264/AVC [57].
Simulations were performed under common conditions set
by the JCT-VC [40], [41]. Common conditions are intended
to reflect the typical bitstream and is the configuration used
under which coding efficiency of proposals are evaluated.
Analysis was also done for the worst case throughput which
is defined as the case with the most number of bins per LCU
or macroblock (i.e., 16 × 16 block of pixels). The results for
both common conditions and worst case are summarized in
Tables VII and VIII, respectively.

2
63
5+5
=10
(8+1)
×4
=36
1.7

14
255
7+7
=14
(8+1)
×16
=144
1.7

62
1023
9+9
=18
(8+1)
×64
=576
1.6

n/a
15
15

n/a
63
63

4×4
×14
=224
17.1

8×8
×14
=896
16.0

TABLE VI
Coding Efficiency Impact of Adopted TU Coding Tools (Coding
Efficiencies are Listed in BD-Rate [56], Where Positive Values
Indicate Coding Loss and Negative Values
Indicate Coding Gain)
Tool
Neighbor-based context
selection for SCF [43]

HM
1.0

Beneﬁt
Coding gain

BD-rate
−2.8% to −1.4%

Group bypass sign [19]
Mode-dependent
coefficient
scanning
[48]
Reduce neighboring dependency for SCF [22]
Reduce context coded
level bins [12]
Last position coding [20]
Group bypass level [15]
Diagonal scan [44]
SCGF and sub-block scan
[24], [51]
Reduce number of context coded level bins per
4 × 4 [14]
Sign data hiding [55]
Use SCGF of neighboring
sub-blocks for SCF [50]

1.0
2.0

Throughput
Coding gain

0.0%
−1.2% to −0.1%

2.0

Throughput

−0.1% to 0.0%

3.0

Throughput

−0.1% to 0.0%

3.0
4.0
4.0
5.0

Throughput
Throughput
Throughput
Throughput

−0.1% to 0.0%
0.0%
−0.1% to 0.0%
−0.1% to 0.1%

6.0

Throughput

−0.1% to 0.1%

6.0
7.0

Coding gain
Throughput

−1.4% to −0.6%
0.1% to 0.2%

A. Throughput Analysis
This section describes throughput of HEVC relative to
H.264/AVC. The impact of the techniques, outlined in
Section IV, are discussed.
1) Reduce Context Coded Bins: As mentioned earlier,
bypass coded bins can be processed faster than context coded
bins, since they do not have data dependencies due to context
selection, and their range division can be performed by a

simple shift. Table VII shows that the percentage of context
coded bins under common conditions is lower for HEVC
than H.264/AVC. Table VIII also shows that in the worst
case conditions, there are 8× fewer context coded bins in
HEVC than H.264/AVC. The reduction in context coded bins
is primarily attributed to the modifications to coefficient level
and motion vector difference.
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TABLE VII

TABLE IX

Distribution of Context Coded, Bypass, and Termination Bins
for CABAC in H.264/AVC and HEVC Under Common
Conditions [41], [58]

Context Memory Requirements for H.264/AVC (4:2:0) and HEVC

H.264/AVC
HEVC

Common condition
conﬁgurations
HierB
HierP
AI− MAIN
LP− MAIN
LB− MAIN
RA− MAIN
AI− HE10
LP− HE10
LB− HE10
RA− HE10

Context
(%)
80.5
79.4
67.9
78.2
78.2
73.0
68.1
78.6
78.6
73.3

Bypass
(%)
13.6
12.2
32.0
20.8
20.8
26.4
31.8
20.4
20.4
26.1

Term
(%)
5.9
8.4
0.1
1.0
1.0
0.6
0.1
1.0
1.0
0.6

TABLE VIII
Worst Case Bin and Memory Reduction in HEVC
Over H.264/AVC
Metric
Max context coded bins
Max bypass bins
Max total bins
Number of contexts
Line buffer for 4k×2k
Coefficient storage
Initialization table

H.264/AVC
7805
13 056
20 861
447
30 720
8×8×9-b
64 032

HEVC
939
13 425
14 364
154
1536
4×4×4-b
3536

Reduction
8×
1×
1.5×
3×
20×
9×
18×

Using the implementation found in [58], where up to two
context coded bins or four bypass coded bins can be processed
per cycle, HEVC gives 2× higher throughput than H.264/AVC
under the worst case (this includes the impact of 1.5× fewer
total bins in HEVC). This can also be translated into power
saving using voltage scaling as mentioned earlier.
2) Group Bypass Coded Bins: Grouping bypass bins together can increase the number of bins processed per cycle and
reduced the number of cycles required to process the bypass
bins. This is a technique used on motion vector difference,
intra mode, last position, and coefficient levels. In HEVC,
under common conditions, grouping of bypass bins results in
up to a 2.8× reduction in number of bypass cycles relative to
not grouping.
The benefit of bypass grouping can also be seen in the
example of Figs. 3 and 4. If bypass grouping was not used,
it would take five cycles to process the five sign bypass bins.
Assuming the architecture of [58], where four bypass bins are
processed per cycle, only two cycles are required to process
the five sign bins.
3) Group Bins With the Same Context: Grouping bins with
same context together is done for motion vector difference,
significance map, and coefficient level. As a results, fewer
speculative calculations are needed to decode multiple bins
per cycle since all bins that use the same rules for context
selection are grouped together.
Fig. 2 showed the speculation required when significant−
coeff− flag and last− significant− coeff− flag are interleaved in
H.264/AVC. In HEVC, no speculation is required for significance map as shown in Fig. 13. Thus, for this example, the
number of operations are reduced from 14 to 5.

CU contexts
PU contexts
TU contexts
LF contexts
Total

H.264/AVC
(w/ interlace)
(w/o interlace)
23
20
26
26
398
252
n/a
n/a
447
298

HEVC
14
14
124
2
154

4) Reduce Context Selection Dependencies: Context selection dependencies were reduced such that coding gains
could be achieved without significant penalty to throughput.
For instance, last significant coefficient position information
is sent before significant− coeff− flag to remove a tight bin
to bin data dependency. Relative to HM-1.0, the neighboring
dependencies for significant− coeff− flag were reduced from 10
to 5, and then further modified to only depend on neighboring
4 × 4 sub-blocks. The rest of the significant− coeff− flag are
position based as in H.264/AVC.
5) Reduce Total Number of Bins: When comparing the
total number of bins in the worst case, and thus the throughput
requirement, HEVC has 1.5× fewer bins than H.264/AVC.
Assuming the same number of cycles are required per bin,
HEVC can run at a 1.5× lower clock rate at a lower voltage
for 50% power savings assuming linear scaling with voltage
and frequency, or it can process at a bin-rate that is 1.5× faster
than H.264/AVC.
6) Reduce Parsing Dependencies: Parsing dependencies
were removed or reduced such that coding gains could be
achieve without significant penalty to throughput. Removing
the parsing dependency for merge and mvp enables parsing
to be mostly decoupled from other video modules as in
H.264/AVC. HEVC does have parsing dependencies on intra
mode reconstruction, which is not present in H.264/AVC;
however, effort was made to keep intra mode reconstruction
simple to avoid effecting parsing throughput.
B. Memory Requirement Reduction
This section describes how the various memories in CABAC
have been reduced in HEVC.
1) Context Memory: The motivation for context reduction was first proposed in [26], where the number of
contexts was reduced for coeff− abs− level− greater1− flag and
coeff− abs− level− greater2− flag without impacting coding efficiency. Subsequent proposals [59]–[61] were made to reduce the number of contexts for other syntax elements (e.g.,
significant− coeff− flag). HEVC uses only 154 contexts as compared to 447 (or 298 without interlaced) used in H.264/AVC
as shown in Table IX; thus, a 3× reduction in context memory
size is achieved with HEVC.
2) Line Buffer Memory: The motivation to reduce the size
of the line buffer in the CABAC was first proposed in [27],
[62], where the line buffer size was reduced by changing
the context selection for motion vector difference. Subsequent
proposals [13], [33], [34], [63]–[65] were made to further
reduce neighboring dependencies to reduce the line buffer size.
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Fig. 13. No context speculation is required to achieve 5× parallelism when processing the 4 × 4 significance map in HEVC. i = coefficient position. EOB
= end of block. SIG = significant− coeff− flag.
TABLE X
Summary of Throughput Improvement Techniques and
Related Contributions
Technique
PU coding
TU coding
Reduce context coded bins
[13]
[12], [14]
Group bypass bins
[16], [17]
[15]
Group bins with same context
[13]
[18]–[20]
Reduce context selection
[11], [21]
dependencies
[22], [44]
Reduce total number of bins
[23], [24]
Reduce memory
[13], [27]
[26], [34], [47], [52]
requirements
[33], [34] [53], [59]–[61], [63]–[65]
Reduce parsing dependencies [25], [31]

Based on these optimizations, only 3-b are required per CU in
the line buffer to store the CU depth (2-b) of the top neighbor
for context selection of split− coding− unit− flag, and to indicate
if the top neighbor is skipped (1-b) for the context selection of
skip− flag. Assuming a minimum CU size of 8×8 for a 4k×2k
sequence, HEVC only requires a line buffer size of 1536-b
versus 30 720-b in H.264/AVC, which is a 20× reduction.
3) Coefﬁcient Storage: Large transform sizes have large
hardware cost implications. Compared to H.264/AVC, the
16×16 and 32×32 transforms in HEVC have 4× and 16×
more coefficients and consequently requires an increase in
storage cost. Several techniques were used to reduce the
coefficient storage cost. First, the sign information is sent
before coeff− abs− level− remaining such that only 4-b storage
is required per coefficient for the partial decoded value.
Second, the coefficient information is interleaved at a 16
coefficient level, such that the fully constructed coefficient can
be achieved every 16 and be sent out to the next module [66].
Thus, only a coefficient storage of 4×4×4-b is required in
HEVC CABAC (compared with 8×8×9-b in H.264/AVC) in
order to reconstruct the coefficient levels.
4) Context Initialization Tables: To reduce storage table
sizes for context initialization, [67] first proposed to use 8-b
values to derive the initial context state, rather than the 16-b
values used in H.264/AVC. In both H.264/AVC and HEVC,
the initial state and MPS for each context is derived using a
linear model. The 8-b initValues are mapped to the slope (m)
and offset (n) of this model using [68]
m = initValue[7:4]×5 − 45
n = (initValue[3:0]  3) − 16.
In H.264/AVC, there are different sets of initValue depending on slice type and for each slice type there are three sets of
initValue depending on cabac− init− idc. In HEVC, each slice
type has one set of initValue and cabac− init− idc is replaced by
cabac− init− flag which allows a P slice to be initialized by the
initValue of a B slice and vice versa [69]. Accounting for the
reduction in number of contexts, number of bits per initValue

and number of initValue sets, HEVC has 18× smaller context
initialization table than H.264/AVC.
VIII. Conclusion
Entropy coding was a highly active area of development
throughout the HEVC standardization process with proposals
for both coding efficiency and throughput improvement. The
tradeoff between the two requirements was carefully evaluated
in multiple core experiments and ad hoc groups [39], [70]–
[73]. Many techniques were used to improve throughput,
including reducing context coded bins, grouping bypass bins
together, grouping bins that use the same contexts together,
reducing context selection dependencies, and reducing the
total number of signaled bins. CABAC memory requirements
were also significantly reduced. A summary of the throughput
techniques and related contributions are found in Table X. The
final design shows that accounting for implementation cost
when designing video coding algorithms results in a design
that can maximize processing speed and minimize area cost,
while delivering high coding efficiency in the next generation
video coding standard.
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